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From shell shock and war neurosis
to posttraumatic stress disorder: a history
of psychotraumatology
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The term posttraumafic stress disorder (PISD) has
become a household name since its first appearance
in 1980 in the third edition of the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-Ill) pub-
lished by the American Psychiatric Associatian. ln the
collective mind, this diagnosis 13 assocrated with the
legacy of the Vietnam War disaster. Earlier conflicts
had given birth to terms, such as "soldier's heart,"
"shell shock," and "war neurasis." The latter diag'
nosis was equivalent to the n6vrose de guerre and
Kriegsneurose of French and German scientific liter'
ature. This article describes haw the immediate and
chronicconsequences of psychological trauma made
their way into medical literature, and how concepts
of diagnosis and treatment evolved over time.
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\_i Epics and classics

M"ru,nd's eartiest literature tetls us that a signif-
icant proportion of military casualties are psychological,
and that witnessing cleath can leave chronic psychological
symptoms, As we are reminded in Deuter:onomy 20:1-9,

military leaders have long been aware that many soldiers
must be removed from the frontline because of nervous
breakdown, which is often contagious:

When thou goest out to battle against thine enemies,

and seest horses, and chariots, and a people more than

thou . . . the officers shall say, What man is there that is

fearful and fainthearte<l? Let hirn go and returu unto
his house, lest his brethren's heart faint as well as his

heart. (King Jame's Version)
Mankind's first major epic, the tale of Gilgamesh, gives

us explicit descriptions of both love and posttraumatic
symptoms, suggesting that the latter are also part of
human fundamental experience. After Gilgamesh loses

his friend Enkidu, he experiences symptoms of grief, as

one may expect. But after this phase of mourning, he
races from place to place in panic, realizing that he too
must die.This confrgntation with death changed his per-
sonality. The first case of chronic mental symptoms
caused by sudden fright in the battlefield is reported in
the account of the battle of Marathon by Herodotus,
written in 440 sc (History, Book VI, transl. George
Rawlinson):

A strange prodigy likewise happened at this fight'
Epizelus, the son of Cuphagoras, an Athenian, was in the

thick of the fray, and behaving himself as a brave man

should, when suddenly he was stricken with bliudness,

without blow of sword or dart; and this blindness con-

tinued thenceforth during the whole of his afterlife. The
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It is noteworthy that the syrnptoms are not caused by a boulet" syndrome, where subjects were frightened by the

physical wound, but by fright and the vision of a killed wind of passage of a cannonball. The eerie sound of
comracle, and that they persist over the years. The loss of incoming shells was vividly clescribed by Goethe, in his

sight has the primary benefit of blotting out the vision of m,emoirs of the cannonade at the battle of Valmy tnl792l
danger, and the secondary benefit of procuring support ,-"The sound is quite strange, as if it were made up of the

and care. Frightening battle dreams are mentioned by spinning of a top, the boiling of water, and the whistling
Hippocrates (460?*377 nc), and in Lucretius' poem, De of a bird." In the same text, (ioethe gives an account of
Rerum Notura, written in 50 ec (Book IV, transl. William the feelings of derealization and depersonalization

following is the account which he himselt as I have

heard, gave of the matter: he said that a gigantic war-

rior, with a huge beard, which shaded all his shield, stood

over against him; but the ghostly semblance passed him
by, and slew the man at his side. Such, as I understand,
was the tale which Epizelus told.

Ellery Leonard):
The minds of mortals ... often in sleep will do and dare
the same . . . Kings take the towns by storm, succumb to
capture, battle on the field, raise a wild cry as if their
throats were cut even then and there. And many wrestlc
on and groan with pains, and fill all regions rouud rvith

rnilnty cries and wild, as if then gnawed by fangs of pan-
ther or of lion tierce.

This text shows very vividly the emotional and behav-
ioral reexperiencing of a battle in sleep. Besides Greco-
Latin classics, old lcelandic literature gives us an exam-
ple of recurring nightmares after battle: the G{sli
Srtrsson Saga tells us that the hero dreams so frequently
of battle scenes that he dreads obscurity and cannot
stay alone at night.
Jean Froissart (1337?-L400/01) was the most represen-
tative chronicler of the Hundred Years' War between
Englancl and France. He sojourned in l3UU at the court
of Gaston Phoebus, Comte de Foix, and narrated the
case of the Comte's brother, Pierre de B6arn, who could
not sleep near his wife and children, because of his habit
of getting up at night and seizing a sword to fight oneiric
enemies. The fact that soldiers are awakened by fright-
ening dreams in which they reexperience past battles is
a common theme in classical literature, as, for instance,
Mercutio's account of Queen Mab in Shakespeare's
Ro meo and .luliet (I, iv):

Sornctirnc she driveth o'er a soldier's neck,
And then dreams he of cutting foreign throats,
C)f breaches, ambuscadoes, Spanish blades,

Of healths {ive fathom deep; and then anon
Drums in his ear, at which he starts and wakes,

And being thus frighted, swears a prayer or two,
And sleeps again.

Etiologic hypotheses were put forward by army physi-
cians during the French Revolutionary wars (1792-1800)

and the Napoleonic wars (1800-1815). They had observed
that soldiers collapsed into protracted stupor after shells

brushed past them, although they emerged physically
unscathed. This led to the description of the "vent du

induced by this frightening environment:
I could soon realize that something unusual was hap-
pening in me . . . as if you were in a very hot place, and at

the same time impregnated with that heat until you

blended complctely with the clement surrounding you.

Your eyes can still see with the same acuity and sharp-

ness, but it is as if the world had put on a reddish-brown
hue that makes the objects and the situation still more

scary . . .I had the impression that everything rvas being
consumed by this fire . . . this situation is one of the most

unpleasant that you can experience.

The dawn of modern psychiatry

The psychiatrist Pinel is often depicted as treeing the
insane from their chains; in his treatise entitled Noso-
graphie Philosophique (1798), he described the case of
the philosopher Pascal who almost drowned in the Seine
when the horses drawing his carriage bolted. During the
remaining eight years of his life, Pascal had recurring
dreams of a precipice on his left side and would place a

chair there to prevent falling off his bed. His personality
changed, and he became more apprehensive, scrupulous,
withdrawn, and depressive. From his experience with
patients shocked by the events and wars of the French
Revolution, Pinel wrote the first precise descriptions of
war neuroses-which he called "cardiorespiratory neu-
rosis"-and acute stuporclus posttraumatic states-
which he called "idiotism."
The Industrial Revolution and the introduction of steam-
driven machinery were to give rise to the first civilian
man-made disasters and cases of PTSD outside the bat-
tlefield. The public's imagination was struck by the tirst
spectacular railway disasters, and physicians at the time
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werepnzzled by the psychological symptoms displayed by
survivors. Very soon, a controversy pitted the proponents
of the organic theory, according to which the mental
symptoms were caused by microscopic lesions of the
spinc or brain (hcncc the names "railway spine" and "rail-
way brain"), against those who held that emotional shock
was the essential cause and that the symptoms were hys-
terical in nature. This controversy was to last until World
War I. It seems that the first mention of the term "trau-
matic neurosis" dates from that time: it was the title given
in 1884 by the German physician Hermann Oppenheim'
to his book containing a description of 42 cases caused by
railway or workplace accidents. This netv diagnosis was

vehemently criticized by Charcot who maintained that
these cases were only forms of hysteria, neurasthenia, or
hystero-neurasthenia.3 After Charcot's death in 1893, thc
term traumatic neurosis made its way into French-lan-
guage psychiatry:witness the Belgian psychiatrist Jean

Crocqo who in 1896 reported 28 cases caused by railway
accidents, It is at the tin:e of Charcot's famous Tuesday's
lectures that Janet (1[t89) and Freud (i893) discovered
traumatic hysteria with all its correlates: the dissociation
caused by trauma, the pathogenic role of forgotten mem-
ories, and "cathartic" treatment.This was a first glimpse of
what would later be known as the unconscious.
The Russian-Japanese war (1904-5) was marked by the
siege of Port Arthur and the naval battle of Tsushima, It
was probably during this conflict that post-battle psy-

chiatric symptoms were recognized tor the tirst time as

such by both doctors and military command. Russian
psychiatrists-notably Avtocratov, who was in charge of
a 50-bed psychiatric clearing hospital at Harbin in
Manchuria-are credited with being the first to develop
forward psychiatric treatment. This approach may have
been a response to the difficulty of evacuating casualties
over huge distances at a time when the Tlans-Siberian
Railway was not yet completed.Whatever the initial rea-

son, forward treatment worked, and would again be con-
firmed as the best method during succeeding contlicts.
The number of Russian psychiatric casualties was much
larger than expected (1500 in 1904 and 2000 in 1905)

and the Red Cross Society of Russia was asked to assist.

The German physician Honigman scrved in this body,
and he was the first to coin the term "war neurosis"

fKriegsneu.rose] in 1907 for what was previously called

"combat hysteria" and "combat neurasthenia"; also, he
stressed the similarity between these cases and those
reported by Oppenheim after railway accidents.5

World War I

World War I (WWI) was the first modern war fought
with massive industrial means.This dubious distinction is

also, to a lesser degree, shared by the American Civil
War. In any event,WWl is certainly the period in history
when "modern" warfare coincided with a "scientific"
psychiatry that endeavored to define diagnostic entities
as we understand them today. The role played by WWI
in advancing the knowledge of psychotraumatology in
European psychiatry may be compared to that of WWII
and the Vietnam War in American psychiatry.
The mental distress of WWI soldiers was repeatedly
described in literary autobiographies by English, Ger-
man, and French authors such as Robert Graves (Good'
bye to All Thet, 1.929), Ernst .TUnger (ln Stahlgewittern

[Storm of Steel], t920), or Henri Barbusse (Le Feu,

1916). Junger wrote: "flte state takes away our respon-
sibility but cannot ease our grief, we have to carry it
alone and it reaches deep within our dreams."

Shell shock

Psychiatric casualties were reported very early in the
war, in numbers that no-one had anticipated.The French
physician Milian reported four cases of "battle hypnosis"
following military actions in191.4.6 The well-knorvn Ger-
man psychiatrist Robert Gaupp reported in191'7:

The big artillery battles of Decelnber L9L4 . . . filled our
hospitals with a largc numbcr of unscathed soldicrs and

officers presenting with mental disturbances, From then

on, that number grew at a constantly increasing rate. At
first, these soldiers were hospitalized witlt the others . . .

but soon we had to open special psychiatric hospitals lbr
them. Now psychiatric patients make up by far the

largest category in our armed forces . . . The main causes

are the fright and anxiety brought about by the explosion

of enemy shells and mines, and seeing mairned or dead

comrades . . . The resulting symptoms are states of sud-

den muteness, deafness . . . general tremor, inability to
stand or walk, episodes of loss of consciottsness, and con-

vulsions.T

In his review of 88 cascs ol mental disorder in 191 5, the
French psychiatrist R6gis had expressed a very similar
opinion about the etiological role of witnessing the hor-
rible death of comrades:"20"/o only presented with a

physical wound, but in all cases fright, emotional shock,

and seeing maimed comrades had been a major factor."
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The clinical picture of war neuroses ditfered only slightly
in the two World Wars.
In the British military, patients presenting with various
mental disorders resulting from combat stress were orig-
inally diagnosed as cases of shell shock, betbre this diag-
nosis was discouraged in an attempt to limit the number
of cases. It is not known when the term began to be used.

According to Merskey,s the first mention may be a story
published in the Times on February 6, 1915, indicating
that the War Office was arranging to send soldiers suf-
fering from "shock" to be treated in special wards at the
National Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic, in
Queen Square. Also in February 1915, the term shell
shock was used by Charles Myers in an article in'l'he
Lancet to describe three sclldiers suffering from "lclss of
memory, vision, smell, and taste."qloMyers reported on
three patients, admitted to a hospital in Le Toucluet dur-
ing the early phase of the war, between November 1914

and January 1915.These patients had been shocked by
shells exploding in their immediate vicinity and pre-
sented with remarkably similar symptoms. According to
Myers, these cases bore a close relation to "hysteria."
The first two patients were transferred to England for
further treatment after a couple of weeks (the third was

still being treated in Le Touquet when the article was
published). As we shall see below, these patients might
nclt have been evacuated to the peaceful surroundings of
their lrome country had they sustaincd their wounds a
year later.

Forward treatment

Indeed, the experience of the first war months and the
unexpected large influx ofpsychiatric casualties led to a
change in treatment approaches. The evacuation of psy-
chiatric casualties to the rear became less systematic as

the experience of the remaining war years convinced
psychiatrists that treatment should be carried out near
the trontline, and that evacuation only led to chronic
disability.It was noticed that soldiers treated in a front-
line hospital, benefiting frorn the emotional support of
their comrades, had a high likelihood of returning to
their unit, whereas those who wers evacuated often
showed a poor prognosis, with chronic symptoms that
ultimately led to discharge from the military. Also, it was

discovered that prognosis was better if the convalesc-
ing soldiers remained in the setting of the military hier-
archy, rather than in a more relaxed hospital environ-

ment. Thus, by the end of 19L6, evacuations became rare
and patients were treated instead in forward centers,

staffed by noncommissioned officers (NCOs), within
hearing distance of the frontline guns and with the
expectation of prompt recovery.lL Tleatment in the for-
ward area Qtsychiatrie de l'avant) became the standard
treatment, along with the five key principles summa-
rized in 1917 by the American physician Thomas W.

Salmon,'' chief consultant in psychiatry with the Amer-
ican Expeditionary Forces in France: immediacy, prox-
imity, expectancy, simplicity, and centrality. Imruediacy
meant treating as early as possible, before acute stress

was succeeded by a latent period that often heralded
the development of chronic symptoms;proximity meant
treating the patient near the frontline, within hearing
distance of the battle din, instead of evacuating him to
the peaceful atmosphere of the rear, which he would,
understandably, never wish to leave; expectancy referted
to the positive expectation of a prompt cure, which was

instilled into the patient by means of a persuasive psy-
chotherapy; simplicity was the use of simple treatment
means such as rest, sleep, and a practical psychotherapy
that avoided exploring civilian and childhood traumas;
finally, centrality was a coherent organization to regu-
late the flow of psychiatric casualties from the forward
area to the rear, and a coherent therapeutic doctrine
adopted by all medical personnel. Salmon's principles
werc discovered independently and applied universally
by all warring sides;only to be forgotten, and rediscov-
ered again, during World War II.
Anrong the many treatment applied to stress disorders,
one was much used during WWI, and scarcely at all dur-
ing WWII: the application of electrical current, also called
faradization. This was probably because rnotor symptorns,
such as tremor, paralysis, contractions, lirnping, or fixed
postures, were common during WWI, and rare in WWII.
Faradization was criticized in post-war Austria; Wagner-
Jauregg-a professor of psychiatry in Vienna who was

awarded a Nobel prize in 1928-was even accused of
excessive cruelty in the administration of this treatment
and had to appear before an investigation committee, in
which Sigmund Freud had the more enviable role of tes-

tifying as an expert.r3 A most radical description of elec-

trotherapy was published in 191-6 by Fritz Kaufmann,'o
in which he explained how war neuroses could be treated
in one session only by cornbining suggestion, authority,
and steadfast application of electricity until the symptoms
subsided-a form of fight at outrance.
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C oncussion, fri ght, or md lingering?

Etiology was a controversial question that was reflected
by the choice of terms: shell shock or war neurosis?
Soma or psyche? The now obsolete term shell shock,
harking back to tbe vent du boulet of the Napoleonic
wars, implied a somatic etiology, such as microscopic
brain lesion.s due to a vascular, meningeal, white or gray
matter concussion, Other diagnoses were also used to
express the belief that the cause was more an emotional
stressor, rather that a physical concussion. Such diag-
noses were, for instance, war neurasthenia and war psy-
choneurosis, in France.
Emil Kraepelin (1856-1926), without doubt one of the
most influential psychiatrists of our times, wrote about
his experience with war neuroses during WWI in his
autobiography, published posthumously in German in
1983's:

[As early as 1917], the qucstion of war neuroses was

raised. We alienists all agreed that we should try to limit
an excessively liberal granting of compensations which
might lead to a sharp rise in the number of cases and

claims . . . the fact that all kinds of more or less severe
psychiatric symptoms could lead to a lengthy stay in a

hospital, or even to a discharge from the rnilitary with a

generous disability pension, had disastrous conse-
quences.This was compounded by the population's feel-
ing of pity for the seemingly severely ill "war-shakers"

fKriegszitterer], rvho drew attention to themselves on
stlcet corners and used to be gcnerously rewarded. In
such circumstances, the number of those who believecl

that a "nervous shock," or, especially, having been buried
alive, entitled them to discharge and continuous support,
increased dramatically.

Kraepelin's comments typify the controversies that
raged at the time:(i) were the mental symptoms nothing
more than malingering. with the clear objective of get-
ting away frorn the frontline? Some 346 British and
Commonwealth soldiers were actually shot on the
orders of military command and this number certainly
included soldiers suffering from acute stress disorder
who walked around tlazed or confused and were
accuscd of desertion or cowardice; (ii) Did posttrau-
matic symptoms have pathoanatomical explanations?
For instance, were they produced by a concussion of the
brain or strained nerve fibers, as had been hypothesized
in previous decades for the "railway spine" resulting
from train accidents? (iii) A third explanation was a psy-

chological origin-in that case, was the psychological
cause limited to the overwhelming fright constituting
the trauma, or was it necessary to delve further into the
patient's previous personality? The cases of war neuro-
sis observed during WWI were indeed a challenge to
psychoanalytical theories; it was simply unbelievable
that all cases were caused by childhood traumas and it
had to be admitted that psychological symptoms could
be produced by recent traumas. Freud had postulated
that dreams were a wish fulfillment. Not until 1920. in an
address at an international congress of psychoanalysts,
did he allow one exception: the case of traumatic
dreams, dreams that recall recent accidents or childhood
traumas. And even this turned out to be no real excep-
tion at all: Freud eventually understood traumatic
drcams as fitting into his wish-fulfillment theory of
dreams in that they embodied the wish to master the
trauma by working it through.l6

\lVorld War ll

A dreadful invention of WWII was the concept "total
war," with the systematic targeting of civilian popula-
tions, as exemplified by the millions of deaths caused by
the Holocaust, the air raids on cities to break the morale
of civilian populations, and the atomic bombs dropped
over Hiroshima and Nagasaki. Despite WWI, most
armies were once again unprepared for the great num-
ber of psychiatric casualties and psychiatrists were otten
viewed as a useless burden, as exemplified by a memo-
randum addressed by Winston Chur:chill to the Lord
President of the Council in December,1.942, in the fol-
lowing termslT:

I am sure it would bc sensiblc to restrict as much as pos-

sible the work of these gentlemen [psychologists and

psychiatrists] . . . it is very wrong to disturb large numbers

of healthy, normal men and women by asking the kind of
odd questions in which the psychiatrists specialize,

American psychiatry

American psychiatrists made a major contribution to
the study of combat psychiatry during WWII. In Psy-
chiatry in a Troubled World, William C. Menninger"
shows how the lessons of WWI seemed at first to have
been entirely forgotten by the American military:"dur-
ing the initial battles in Africa, psychiatric casualties
were sent back to base hospitals, often hundreds of miles
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from the tiont. Only 5olo of these rvere able to return to
duty."As explained by Jones," American planners, under
the guidance of Harry Stack Sullivan, had believed that
potential psychiatric casualties could be screened out
prior to being dratted. Correspondingly, no psychiatrists
were assigned to combat divisions and no provision for
special psychiatric treatment units at the field army level
or communications zone had been made. The principles
of forwarcl treatment were rediscoverecl during the
North Africa campaign in 1943. Advised by the psychia-

trist Frederick Hanson, Omar N. Bradley issued a direc-
tive on 26 April 1943, which established a holding period
of 7 days for psychiatric patients at the 9th Evacuation
Hospital, and for the first time the term "exhaustion"
was prescribed as initial diagnosis f<lr all combat psy-
chiatric cases.'n This word was chosen because it was
thought to convey the least implication of neuropsychi-
atric disturbance. Beginning in 1943, treatment in the
forward area similar to that in WWI was the rule, with
the result that between 50% to 70"/o ol psychiatric casu-

alties were able to return to duty. Here again, the sheer
number of psychiatric casualties was staggering. For the
total overseas forces in 1944, admissions for wounded
numbered approximately 86 per 1000 men per year, and
the neuropsychiatric rate was 43 per 1000 per year.
In 1941, the first year of the war for the United States,

Abram Kardiner-famolls for having been analyzed by
Freud hirnself-published a book based on his treatment
of wwl veterans at veterans Hospital No. 81 between
1922 and 1925.'?t In the light of the experience with
WWII soldiers, Kardiner published a revised edition of
his book at the end of the war." He wrote that "the real
lesson of WWI and the chronic cases was that this syn-
drone must be treated irnmediately to prevent consoli-
dation of the neurosis into its chronic and often
intractable forms." He identitied traumatic neurosis as a

"physioneurosis," thereby stressing the concomitance of
sornatic and psychological symptoms. Kardiner devel-
oped his own concept of the "etTective ego" and he pos-

tulated that "ego contraction" was a major mechanism.
Posttraumatic psychiatric symptoms in military personnel
fighting in WWII were reported as early as 194.5 by the
American psychiatrists Grinker and Spiegel." Their
book-Men under Stress-is an excellent reflection of
psychiatric thinking of the time;it remained a classic
treatise on war psychiatry because of its detailed descrip-
tion of 65 clinical cases, its reference to psychoanalytical
theories, and the description of cathartic treatment by

"narcosynthesis" using barbiturates. Grinker and Spiegel
distinguished acute "reactions to combat" from delayed

"reactions after combat." The latter included "war neu-
roses," designated by the euphemism "operational
fatigue" syndrome in thc Air Force. Other chronic con-
sequences of combat included passive-dependent states,

psychosomatic states, guilt and depression, aggressive
and hostile reactions, and psychoticJike states.

European studies

Long-lasting psychological disorders were not tolerated
in the German military during WWII, and official doc-
trine held that it was more important to eliminate weak
or degenerate elements rather than allow them to poi-
son thc national community. Interviews we conducted
with Alsatian veterans who had been forcibly drafted
into the Wehrmacht taught us that soldiers who had suf-
fered acute combat stress (such as being buried under a

bunker hit by a bomb) were given some form of psy-

chological assistance soon atter rescue; they were typi-
cally sent to a forward area first aid station (Verbands'
platz) wbere they received milk and chocolate and were
allowed to rest.The Soviet army evolved its own system
of forward treatment, under the responsibility of the
unit's political (ie, morale) officer." A look at the text-
book of psychiatry published by Gurevich and
Sereyskiy's in Moscow immediately after the war in
1946,at the height of Stalin's power, shows the existence
of a specific diagnostic label to classify posttraumatic
disorders. The authors describe the "affective shock reac-
tions" (affektivno-shokovye reaktsii), a subtype of psy-

chogenic reaetions, that are observed after wartime
events, earthquakes, or railway accidents; these are char-
acterized by acute (a few days) and subchronic (a few
months) symptoms. These Russian authors tended to
emphasize cardiovascular and vasomotor symptoms,
which reminds us of Da Costa's "irritable heart" in
American Civil War soldiers. The literature on Holo-
caust and concentration camp survivors is too abundant
to be summarized here. The best known of all the early
works studying concentration camp survivors is proba-
bly the article publishcd by Eitinger.'o
In contrast to WWI, the course of symptoms over
decades and their chronic nature were extensively stud-
ied in WWII survivors. For instance, in 1988, we stud-
ied?'a group of French civilians living in the Alsace-
Lorraine region who were conscripted into the German
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army and later held in captivity in Russia. This popula-
tion of Alsace-Lorraine was interesting because it was
bilingual, French and German, and had cultural roots in
both heritages. The analysis of. 525 questionnaires
showcd that, atter over tour decades, 32% still experi-
enced intrusive recollections and nightmares of their
wartime captivity; 73o/o actively attempted to avoid
thoughts or feelings associated with the trauma;71%
reported a foreshortened sense of the future; and
nearly 40o/o reported survivor guilt. Beyond PTSD,
these survivors from Alsace-Lorraine also suffered last-
ing personality changes. We believe that an aggravating
factor was the fact that these individuals returned
home uncelebrated, embittered, psychologically iso-
lated, and that they were caught in a web of psycho-
logical ambiguity. They had fought in the German army
against their will and under the threat of their families
being deported, and were considered unreliable by the
Germans. They were surprised to be treated as Ger-
man soldiers upon their capture by the Soviet army.
They were repatriated to a new post-war social envi-
ronment in a French society that was itself plagued by
the guilt of its early surrender to the Nazis, and they
felt misunderstood by some of their countrymen who
criticized their incorporation into the German military
as a form of treason.

The Vietnam war

During the Vietnam war, the principles of treating psy-
chiatric casualties in the forward area were successfully
applied, with a correspondingly low level of acute psy-
chiatric casualties (11.5 per 1000 men per year). In con-
trast, the incidence of alcoholism and drug abuse was
high. Similarly, the late and delayed effects of combat
exposure in the form of PTSD were a significant source
of suffering and disability among veterans in the United
States. An estimated 700 000 Vietnam veterans-almost
a quartcr of all soldiers sent to Vietnam from 1964 to
1973-required some form of psychological help. The
prevalence of delayed and chronic PTSD, in spite of the
careful prevention of psychiatric casualties in Vietnam
itself, was a rudc awakening. Thying to explain this para-
dox called for new hypotheses, for instance, that PTSD
might be a common form of psychiatric casualty in "low-

level" warfare." Similar profiles had been observed in
the French post-colonial wars in Indochina and Alge-
ria.2e This post-Vietnam syndrome, increasingly diag-
nosed in veterans in the seventies, ultimately led to the
adoption of PTSD as a diagnostic category in 1980 in
DSM-III.II seems przzlingthat no such category existed
in DSM-II, which had even abandoned the former
DSM-l category of so-called "gross stress reaction,"
when it was published in 1968, the year of the Commu-
nist Tet Offensive in Vietnam.

Retrospect

There is currently a measure of consensus on the diag-
nosis and phenomenological description of PTSD, which
is recognized as a specific syndrome in individuals who
have experiencecl a major traumatic event. Most modern
textbooks concur in describing this syndrorne as com-
prising three groups of symptoms: (i) the recurrent and
distressing reexperiencing of the event in dreams,
thoughts, or flashbacks; (ii) emotional numbing and
avoidance of stimuli reminiscent of the trauma; (iii) and
a permanent state of increased arousal. The first symp-
toms of PTSD are often delayed and they are separated
from the ttauma by a latency period; however, once
installed, the disorder tends to follow a chronic course
and the symptoms do not abate rvith time. DSM-fllu has

the merit of clcarly distinguishing PTSD, a chronic syn-
drome, from acute stress disorder, which is short-lived
and appears soon after the trauma. We tend to abusively
interpret the literature of previous decades as if today's
cliagnostic categories had always existed. However, a

clear distinction between acute stress disorder and
chronic PISD is usually lacking in previous works, Also,
there was little attempt to predict the risk of developing
PTSD. Providing the trauma is severe enough, most indi-
viduals will go on to develop PTSD. However, one puz-
zling question is that many survivors seemingly do not
develop symptoms even atter a severe stressor.3l Like-
wise, the historical literature on PTSD offers few clues
concerning effective treatment, once the symptoms have
become chronic. The practice of forward treatment aim-
ing to prevent the development of chronic disorders may
have inspired today's psychological debriefing of disas-
ter victims. E
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Desde el "coraz6n de soldado" y la''"neurosis 
de guerra" al trastorno de

e$tr6s postraurndtico: una historia del
trauma psiquico

l-s de.noruinuci4n dt trusterfio de rstr(s p{rsffuurr7lttir:<}

htt sido {nttplismente recot'totidtt tlexle su prinlar$ &p{;'
riciin an 1980 en kt tercer$ edicititt del kluntttt{
Diogtttistica y Estutlistico de kx Trssltrrws Mctrlqbs

$)SM-il|) pub[icado por la Asot'iLrcilin Pskytiitrica
Anwrit'usw. P$ra l$ pohlacir'tn g(,ilffa| estc diagndstico
se iltoci.t con el rJgsa,r'rlrilo lcgudo dc kt Gnerra de
Vetnsm. Una sttie ele cox$idos bilicos {tntsriores h'iltt

da&t orig,cn il {}lr'&s dcnominqcioxcs rlc csta putoktgfui
t\rtto: "cttrili6n tlr ,wklslo", shotk de kt lr. r'pkxian t
rrr,r{}'{},!?:} dc gr rcrrs. Este *ltim<t diag,nitsti".Tt t'turespontb
{r l$ ntvr{}$e de guerre y Knig,tirurcse tk ls literttturu
cientificc Jrun{es$ y {tkillatt{r r$p€ctiva*tente. Estc *rtl
t'tt{o dwcrihe la ti$ffio err qu( ldrs cofisectt{rn{irrJ*69&{/$s

), cninicss- del tra*una psitluico hicieron w &paficiofi erl

ls litcrofitra rflA{i<'a y crinto han evolacirtnado los etttt-
re,ptos rfirgnrisdc'os n &r lorgt dcl tictttltrt.

Du shell shock et de la ndvrose de guerre
i l'6tat de stress post-traumatique:
une histoire de la psychotraumatologie

Dcpttis sa pr*riirc apparitbn dans lrr troisiime 6di'
tittn tlu Manuel Stutistiquc et Diagnastkluc tles
l'rouhles lvtentsux (DSM-III) publifu ps{
l' Ameri<:em Ps ychiatric Asx>t: i ati ott, la d{nominati ettt
"itut dt .]'Ir{'J,1' p(}$r-traunmtiqt*" est larg,eme*t
rcu*ntile. Ce diugnostit' {totlue imtnidiqtenzent lct

guerre tlu Vismsm * les siquelles c1u'db $ engen'
clries. I-ort de conflits plus untiens, rl'*utres rlinomi'
tx{{tk)ns ont it{ tdilisies telles tlue "ctaur dc srtldut"
"shell shack", ainsi que tle,s t{rnws "nivrose dt gucr'
rc" rI "kriegsn,eurost:" dans lu littiftilurc st'icntifique
franq*i;te et allunsndc. Cet article retr6(e t'histari<prc
de k descriptian, dant fa littirature mddictrle, des
cct*ts{tyttctu:es funmieliatet; el clrttnique:; tle ccs lr&u'
tnttlisrnts psychttlogklllc,t cI l'ivtiutittn tkrtts le
temps dts cttnceptiuns tlfugnostklu.es et thdrapeu'
tiques
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